futuristic
dimensional
dynamic

Surfaces

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR

DURKAN
a collection designed by Stacy Garcia Surfaces
Expressing a vision of the future, Surfaces explores the shapes of complex geometry. Featuring clean hexagonal and triangular forms combined with textural accents, this collection is an invigorating blend between bold and dimensional yet simplistic and streamlined. The palette is a captivating combination of rich saturated jewel tones and natural mineral hues creating a striking look that is sure to make a statement.
GA45655-MW423  70” (l) X 48” (w) SM

GA45666-MW423  127” (l) X 144” (w) SM

GA45656-MW423  42” (l) X 48” (w) SM

GA45660-MW423  112” (l) X 72” (w) Corridor
GA45669-MW423 195" (l) X 72" (w) Corridor

GA45666-MW423 32" (l) X 36" (w) SM

GA45659-MW423 58" (l) X 48" (w) SM

GA45667-MW423 48" (l) X 48" (w) Medallion w/ 1" solid bleedout
GA45661-MW423
108” (l) X 72” (w) Area Rug
w/ 1” solid bleedout
a collection designed by Stacy Garcia

Surfaces cyp
 UTGA46604-MW424  
40" (l) X 48" (w) SM

 UTGA46607  
32" (l) X 36" (w) SM

 UTGA46606-MW424  
40" (l) X 48" (w) SM

 UTGA45986-MW424  
192" (l) X 72" (w) Corridor
1. Stacy Garcia for Durkan, Surfaces - GA45663
2. Stacy Garcia for Townsend Leather, Concentric
3. Stacy Garcia Textiles, Watusi - Tea Tree
4. Stacy Garcia for Townsend Leather, Trifecta - Mint

*For information on where to buy: www.stacygarciainc.com/products
SURFACES
Expressing a vision of the future with shapes of complex geometry

5. Stacy Garcia for York
   Wallcovering, Hive - SG2643

6. Stacy Garcia for D’Style;
   Calabasas Stool - 7067

7. Stacy Garcia Textiles,
   Foxtrot - Douglas Fir

8. Stacy Garcia for Durkan,
   Surfaces - GA45661

For information on where to buy: www.stacygarciainc.com/products